
CLASS 2 

SUBJECT- ENGLISH 

Ch2- WHERE ARE MY GLASSES? 

It’s a role play story. Where there are the following characters: Mr.Sen, Mrs.Sen, their two 

children Jay and Nimi and their grandfather. 

    It’s a pleasant Sunday morning where the two siblings are having breakfast and their mother is 

serving them. Father is watering the plants. Grandfather is in the living room searching for his 

glasses to read the newspaper. The whole family gets into it. All tell him different places to 

search for his glasses. But he couldn’t find it anywhere. And as Mr.Sen decided to buy a new 

pair of glasses for him, Jay found the glasses on grandpa’s nose. Hence all began to laugh. 

Note- Dear students, kindly note down the following questions in your English notebook. 

Q1. State true or false: 

1. It is a Sunday morning.                          (True) 

2. Jay and Nimi are sleeping.                     (false) 

3. Mrs.Sen is making breakfast.                  (true) 

4. Grandpa wants to read the newspaper.   (true) 

5. Grandpa’s glasses are on the table.        (false) 

Q2. Write the meaning of the following words. 

1. pleasant- enjoyable, nice 

2. breakfast- the first meal of a day 

3.glasses- spectacles 

4. searching- to find out something 

5. worried- thinking about unpleasant things 

Q3. Choose the right answer. 

1. Mrs.Sen is serving               (a.breakfast) 

a)breakfast         b) lunch      c) dinner 

2. Grandfather is in the     (b.living room) 



a) dining room     b) living room   c) bedroom 

3. Grandfather is looking for his               (c.glasses) 

a) pen              b)shoes              c) glasses 

4. Grandpa looks                                         ( a.worried) 

 a) worried            b)happy        c)serious 

5. The person who sees the glasses on grandpa’s nose is            (c.Jay) 

a)Mr.Sen        b)Nimi        c) Jay 

Q4. Complete the following answers. 

1. What are Jay and Nimi doing? 

A. Jay and Nimi are having their breakfast. 

2. What is Mr.Sen doing? 

A. Mr.Sen is watering the plants in the garden. 

3. What is grandfather looking for? 

A. Grandfather is looking for his glasses. 

4. Why does grandfather look worried? 

A. Grandfather looks worried because he cannot find his glasses. 

5. Where are grandfather’s glasses? 

A. Grandfather’s glasses are on his nose. 

Q5. Choose the right word from the box. 

Glasses   pillow   morning    newspaper      mirror   breakfast     garden     Sunday  

1. This is the first day of the week: Sunday  

2. This is the first meal of the day : breakfast 

3. We see plants here : garden 

4. This is the first part of the day : morning 

5. You put this under your head : Pillow 



6. Father reads this every morning : newspaper 

7. People with a weak eyesight wear these: glasses 

8. You look  at your face in this : mirror 

Q6. Write the opposites of the following words. 

Pleasant- unpleasant 

Behind – in front 

 

Laugh – cry 

New – old 

 

Under – over 

Morning- evening 

 

  


